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“The Americanos came like hungry wolves”1: 

Ethnogenesis and Land Loss in the Formation of Santa Cruz 

 A lone adobe from the early 1800’s rests partially hidden from view amongst 

the prominent Victorian farmhouses that make up Wilder Ranch State Park, a 

memorial to the prominent dairy ranch situated on the northwestern boundary of 

the city of Santa Cruz.  This adobe is one of only a few such adobes still standing in 

Santa Cruz County, reminding visitors of the historical existence of the Mexican-

Californio2 community in the region and reflecting the isolated obscurity that 

characterizes state sponsored narratives about the old “Spanish town,” a history 

that has been overshadowed by stories of American settlement and civic 

construction.  Further hidden in this historical marker are the histories of the people 

who built this very adobe, the local Indian population.3  These local Indians faced 

multiple dispossessions under two colonial occupations before disappearing into 

the shadows, out of official records by the late 1800’s, despite their persistence in 

vernacular histories.  In contrast with the image of the lone adobe of Wilder, the 

Californio community maintained neighborhoods and community alliances despite 

their large land losses to the incoming American populations.   

                                                        
1 Maria de los Angeles Majors, in an interview with Belle Dormer, San Francisco Chronicle, August 16, 
1896, 16:3. 
2 Alta California belonged to the northern reaches of colonial Spain, becoming part of Mexico after 
1821.  Residents of the area were known as both Mexican and Californio.  The term Californio was 
used to identify Californians of Hispanic descent, including Mestizos, or mixed Native American and 
Spanish heritage, during the Spanish and Mexican periods.  For an analysis of racial identities of 
Californios, see Jack D. Forbes.  "Hispano-Mexican Pioneers of the San Francisco Bay Region: An 
Analysis of Racial Origins," Aztlan 14, no. 1 (1983): 175-189. 
3 The term “Indian” is problematic in describing the diversity of bands and groups of varying names 
that comprised the local populations.  I use the terms Indian and Native American throughout this 
paper interchangeably, reflecting the usage of former Mission Santa Cruz Indian, Lorenzo Asisara, 
while acknowledging the limitations of the terms. 
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 The transnational history of this region is a complex story of land loss as well 

as the persistence and adaptation of recently formed Californio and Indian 

communities by the formation of new neighborhoods and a repositioning of land 

ownership, a story that is best understood as an ethnogenesis.4  This adaptation 

occurred in response to the larger civic, legal and economic encroachment of 

American statehood and the population explosion following the Northern California 

Gold Rush (see table 1).  Californio families navigated an alienating new legal system 

in a foreign language and culture, one that favored privatization and capitalism and 

did not recognize the previous system of commons and land practices.  It is a story 

of the ethnogenesis of the myriad Indian populations as well, originally consisting of 

a mix of local Ohlone villages, which found themselves in a time of little choice; 

brought into Mission Santa Cruz amongst a diversity of groups throughout the 

region.5  It is also a story of adaptation and survivance by these Indians pressed into 

a system of acculturation and labor of the Spanish Franciscan mission system.  

Those that survived then experienced a period of emancipation only to be faced 

with a new American state sponsored servitude laws and vigilante violence in the 

years following American statehood. 

 Spanish occupation in the Santa Cruz region occurred in the form of two 

settlements, the Mission Santa Cruz, founded in 1791, and the Villa de Branciforte, 

                                                        
4 Ethnogenesis is the process of emerging or reconfiguring ethnic identities, and is best understood 
as a cultural dialogue, rather than as fixed and essential.  See Barbara Voss.  The Archaeology of 
Ethnogenesis:  Race and Sexuality in Colonial San Francisco. (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 
2008), p. 1. 
5 For a thorough look at the diversity of cultural makeup of Mission Indians, see Rebecca Allen, 
Native Americans at Mission Santa Cruz, 1791-1834: Interpreting the Archaeological Record, (Los 
Angeles, Calif.: Institute of Archaeology, University of California, Los Angeles, 1998), as well as 
Randall Milliken, A Time of Little Choice: The Disintegration of Tribal Culture in the San Francisco Bay 
Area, 1769-1810, (Menlo Park, Calif.: Ballena Press, 1995).   
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founded in 1797.  The Villa de Branciforte was the third civilian Spanish settlement 

in California, following behind El Pueblo de San José de Guadalupe (present day San 

José) in 1777, and El Pueblo de Nuestra Señora la Reina de los Angeles del Río de 

Porciúncula (present day Los Angeles) in 1781.6  Originally part of Alta California on 

the Northern region of the Spanish colonial empire, the area became part of Mexico 

following the Mexican War of Independence from Spain in 1821.  The United States 

then annexed California in 1848, following the Mexican American War.  California 

achieved statehood in 1850, following the massive immigrations of the Gold Rush. 

 The lands now forming Wilder Ranch State Park originally had been part of 

the ranching properties of the Mission Santa Cruz.  Following secularization of the 

missions, the Mexican government gave instructions to grant half of the lands to the 

former mission Indians.7  The lands that came to be known as Wilder Ranch did not 

go to the mission Indians, and instead, local administrators granted them to three 

Castro sisters, María Candida, Jacinta, and María de los Angeles, in 1836.  The sisters 

were the daughters of Joaquín Castro, one of the earliest settlers of Alta California, 

who had first arrived with his family in 1776 as members of the Anza party, 

eventually settling at the Villa de Branciforte in 1798.8  The Castro sisters lost 

possession of the rancho, at the time named Rancho Refugio, by 1854, following a 

                                                        
6 Spanish settlements in California consisted of three types of communities:  1) Missions, 2) 
Presidios, and 3) Pueblos.  The missions were intended for the Franciscans of the Catholic Church to 
gather and convert the Native American people, presidios to house Spanish soldiers who would 
enforce the peace, and pueblos for civilians to populate the lands. 
7 Secularization signified the ending of the Mission system in California, following a series of 
secularization laws in 1834-1836 signaling the divestiture of the Franciscan missions from Alta 
California, see Edward D. Castillo, “An Indian Account of the Decline and Collapse of Mexico’s 
Hegemony over the Missionized Indians of California,” American Indian Quarterly 13, no. 4, Special 
Issue: The California Indians (Autumn, 1989), p. 394. 
8 Juan Bautista de Anza led the first (Spanish) overland expedition to the San Francisco Bay area, 
arriving on March 25, 1776.  
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suit in which María Candida’s family complained of fraudulent translations, threats 

of violence and betrayal by their legal council.  District Judge Henry Rice rejected the 

suit and the court demanded the family uphold their questionable mortgage papers 

and relinquish ownership of their portion of the lands.  The family relocated to the 

south, at Rancho San Andrés, owned at the time by Guadalupe Castro, brother of the 

sisters.9  These three sisters demonstrate, as we will see, the key roles of Californio 

women, or Californianas, in shaping these communities. 

 This story is situated in the heart of the complexities surrounding land claims 

in Santa Cruz County, and in the larger story of land loss in California and the 

ethnogenesis of two communities.  This ethnogenesis occurred for both Californios 

and Indians, who “in the eyes of the Anglo-Americans merged with the Mestizos to 

form the lowest social group in the area.”10  In the year 1850, Santa Cruz County 

held about 161,802 acres in land grants to twenty-one Ranchos (see map 1).  These 

Ranchos had been granted to prominent Californio families in the area by the 

Mexican government.  By 1875, only about 43,000 acres, or about twenty-six 

percent of the original grants, remained in the hands of Californios.11  Similarly, the 

Villa de Branciforte lands had been allotted and parceled into fifty-nine lots, totaling 

308 acres.  By 1875, only one hundred and thirteen acres remained in possession of 

Californio families, twenty-seven percent of the original acreage.   Court records of 

land trials, county deeds records, tax assessments and census records reveal the 

                                                        
9 The Bolcoff-Castro family is shown as living in the Pajaro district by 1860.  Federal Manuscript 
Census, 1860. 
10 Edna E. Kimbro, Como La Sombra Huye La Hora: Restoration Research: Santa Cruz Mission Adobe: 
Santa Cruz Mission State Historical Park, (Davenport, Calif.: Historical Investigation, 1985), p. 64. 
11 This is based off of my compilation of land records and transactions through the County Deeds 
records. 
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stories and patterns surrounding the loss of seventy five percent of Californio lands 

within twenty-five years following California’s transition into statehood.  These 

sources also, however, show that Californio and Indian families in the area 

developed strategies of relocation around family connections in a rapidly 

developing community. 

 

Land Loss and Ethnogenesis in the Historiography 

 While the history of the Californio and Indian communities have involved 

large land loss and displacement, it is only through understanding the process of 

ethnogenesis that we are able to gain a clear understanding of the strategies of 

survival and cultural navigation, and the key roles that women played in forging 

these communities.  Historiography of California has progressed into a social 

history, grappling with issues of ethnicity and gender in locating social patterns.  I 

propose the existence of new patterns of land loss and relocation that can only 

rightfully be understood by taking into account questions of ethnicity, gender and 

ethnogenesis for both the Native American and Californio populations of the region.   

 Previous scholarship has examined land loss in California, beginning with the 

work of W. W. Robinson in 1948, which first introduced the issue of land loss as a 

scholarly topic.12  Leonard Pitt developed these studies further in 1966, elaborating 

on the different dynamics facing land loss in Southern and Northern California, 

                                                        
12 W.W. Robinson.  Land in California, the Story of Mission Lands, Ranchos, Squatters, Mining Claims, 
Railroad Grants, Land Scrip [and] Homesteads, (Berkeley:  Univ. of California, Berkeley, 2006). 
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while focusing his research primarily on Southern Californian cases.13  Pitt 

explained that the large number of immigrants following the Gold Rush in 1848 

resulted in a quicker turnover of Northern lands from Californio possession.14  

Robinson and Pitt established patterns of financial manipulation (debt leveraging), 

squatters, litigation, and corrupt legal council as playing major roles in land 

dispossession.  Many of these same dynamics played a part in Santa Cruz County, as 

we will see.  While Pitt and Robinson succeeded in laying the groundwork for the 

study of California land loss, it was the Chicano studies movement that first brought 

attention to the complexities of the social worlds of these communities.   

 In 1979 with the works of Albert Camarillo, the academic study of Californio 

society gained depth.  Camarillo took a closer look at the process of barrioization in 

Santa Barbara and Los Angeles, and analyzed the class structures of the 

Californios.15  Camarillo identified disparities between the wealthy rancho class 

elites and the working class pobladors, as well as the underclass of Indian laborers 

and domestic servants.  Camarillo noted the hierarchies of land ownership in 

Californio communities, distinguishing the vast differences between the large 

landowners and smaller lots, resulting in a more nuanced understanding of 

Californio society.  Camarillo’s work paved the way for other scholars, such as 

George Sánchez, who criticized static notions of ethnic identity and ethnic binaries, 

                                                        
13 Leonard Pitt.  Decline of the Californios: A Social History of the Spanish-Speaking Californians, 1846-
1890 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966). 
14 Ibid, pp. 83-103. 
15 Albert Camarillo, Chicanos in a Changing Society: From Mexican Pueblos to American Barrios in 
Santa Barbara and Southern California, 1848-1930 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1979). 
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to either “become American” or “remain Mexican,” in his study of Los Angeles.16  

Lisbeth Haas further argued that ethnic identities formed through struggles over 

land and citizenship, in her study of the formation of San Juan Capistrano, 

particularly focusing on the formation of identity for the Indians of the region.17  

 More recent studies, such as that of Barbara Voss, have attempted to fill some 

of the historiographic and geographic gaps in this scholarship by focusing on the San 

Francisco Bay Area.  Voss introduces the valuable concept of ethnogenesis to this 

study of Californio identity.18  Voss argues that Californios in the region rejected 

Spanish racial hierarchies, the sistema de castas, in favor of creating new Californio 

identities that defined their status in terms of their superiority to the local Indians.19  

Voss recognized the complex colonial situation facing the Californios, many of whom 

had themselves been relocated from Mexico, mixed blood Mestizos, a complex 

colonial situation of formerly colonized becoming the colonizers.  Voss’ work relates 

to the cultural world of the residents of the Villa de Branciforte and the construction 

of Californio identities throughout the greater Bay Area.  

 To date, three major patterns in the relocation of Californio families have 

been identified:  1) the creation of barrios20, 2) the establishment of Old Towns,21 

                                                        
16 George Sanchez, Becoming Mexican American ethnicity, culture, and identity in Chicano Los Angeles, 
1900-1945 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). 
17 Lisbeth Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in California, 1769-1936 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1995), p. 12. 
18 Barbara Voss, The Archaeology of Ethnogenesis. 
19 The sistema de casas involved complex racial hierarchic categories.  See Robert H. Jackson, Race, 
Caste, and Status: Indians in Colonial Spanish America (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 
1999).  
20 Seen in Los Angeles and Santa Barbara.  Camarillo, Chicanos in a Changing Society, pp. 117-120. 
21 As in San Diego.  Camarillo, Chicanos in a Changing Society, pp. 123-124. 
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and 3) the formation of Mexican-Indian towns.22  I contend that the Californios from 

the Villa de Branciforte and surrounding ranches demonstrate a separate pattern: 

through the partitioning off of the majority of their lots, Californio families resettled 

and formed familial neighborhoods within the greater townships (Santa Cruz, 

Soquel and Watsonville).  The continuation of family connections through land 

purchases and relocations can only be understood through the tracing of family 

lines through non-Hispanic surnames, necessarily working with recent studies that 

have questioned traditional assumptions of assimilation through intermarriages 

between Californio women and American men. 

 Historian María Raquél Casas argues along these lines, challenging previous 

scholarship that had assumed that marriages between Californianas and foreigners 

between the 1820’s and 1880’s had been between “women, worth nothing, married 

to men worth something, and that Spanish-Mexican women gained mobility as their 

Euro-American men in turn gained entrance into Spanish-American society.”23  

Focusing on Southern Californian cases, Casas demonstrates women’s power as 

agents of cultural exchange, challenging notions of these women as merely part of 

the narrative of Americanization and assimilation, suggesting a more nuanced 

understanding of ethnicity.  Similarly, Gloria Ricci Lothrop argues that equitable 

legal status afforded to women under Spanish (and Mexican) Common Law differed 

from English Civil law by recognizing the rights of married women to independently 

                                                        
22 As in San Juan Capistrano, Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in California, pp. 71-77. 
23 See Maria Raquél Casas.  Married to a Daughter of the Land:  Spanish-Mexican Women and 
Interethnic Marriage in California (Reno:  University of Nevada Press, 2007), p. 8. 
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own, mortgage, inherit, and convey property they acquired before or during 

marriage.24 

 In looking at the history of Santa Cruz County, the large numbers of 

Californianas and immigrants intermarriages has created a false impression of 

cultural assimilation and subservience, built on a premise of an ethnic binary that 

identified families as either American or Mexican-Californio.  In contrast, the strong 

presence of women landholders and familial ties is exhibited in patterns of land 

ownership, indicating an ongoing ethnogenesis.  The Indian community similarly 

navigated cultural terrain by adopting Spanish surnames and forming relations with 

the Californios, as well as forming new interrelations between the different Indian 

groups.25  I contend that intermarriage functioned as a cultural exchange between 

Californios, Indians and Americans.  The gendered analysis that Casas and Lothrop 

have brought to the study of Californianas is crucial to understanding dynamics in 

the transition from Mexican into American cultural space, and the stories found in 

Santa Cruz County contribute to this scholarship.  The history of the region raises 

questions about the agency and influence of Californio women, seen in the large 

number of female landowners, mobility in marriages and divorces, and the 

prominence of brothels and saloons.26 

                                                        
24 See Gloria Ricci Lothrop.  “Rancheras and the Land:  Women and Property Rights in Hispanic 
California,” Southern California Quarterly 76, no. 1 (1994): pp. 59-84. 
25 Federal Manuscript Census from 1850, 1860 show the majority of Indians with Spanish surnames. 
26 Federal Manuscript Census from 1860 shows that males outnumbered females almost 2.5 to 1, 
while at the time of incorporation in 1866, 27 of the city’s business’ were saloons.  See Phil Reader. 
Harlots and Whorehouses, (Santa Cruz, CA: Cliffside, Self-Published, on file at SC Public Library, 1991), 
and Federal Manuscript Census, 1860. 
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 Historical studies around the area of Santa Cruz and the Villa de Branciforte 

have focused primarily on the genesis and origins of the Villa and Mission Santa 

Cruz,27 as well as the conflicts between the two communities.28  Most studies have 

focused on the low population numbers in the first twenty years of the Villa, while 

little scholarship has been done around the years of growth following secularization 

and emancipation at the mission.   Important additional work has been done by local 

historians in relating parts of the histories of various Ranchos, some biographical 

works on prominent Californios and early Santa Cruz pioneers, the Chinese 

community, civic construction of industrial Santa Cruz, and vernacular histories of 

some of the local communities.29   

 These various studies have done much to illuminate individual stories of 

Californio families, most significantly the Castros, but there has been little work to 

relate the stories of land loss in the area to larger patterns of loss and relocation.  In 

this study, by taking a close look at Santa Cruz County, I will integrate this history 

into the greater historiography of this field.  This study will help to supplement and 

                                                        
27 See Florian Guest.  “The Establishment of the Villa De Branciforte,” California Historical Society 
Quarterly 41, no. 1 (Mar., 1962): pp. 29-50.  
28 See Daniel Garr.  “Villa De Branciforte:  Innovation and Adaption on the Frontier,” The Americas 35, 
no. 1 (Jul., 1978): pp. 95-109. 
29 Leon Rowland is widely acknowledged as being the first to give serious consideration to the 
Californios of the area.  See Rowland, Santa Cruz, the Early Years: The Collected Historical Writings of 
Leon Rowland, (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Paper Vision Press, 1980).  See Stanley D. Stevens, A Researcher’s 
Digest on F.A. Hihn and His Santa Cruz Rail Road Company and Related Subjects; With Biographical 
Information on Persons Associated with this Enterprise, (Santa Cruz, Calif.:  Hihn Archive, University 
Library, University of California at Santa Cruz, 1997).  See Geoffrey Dunn, Santa Cruz Is in the Heart:  
Selected Writings on Local History, Culture, Politics & Ghosts (Capitola, CA: Capitola Book Company, 
1990).  See Sandy Lydon, Chinese Gold: The Chinese in the Monterey Bay Region (Capitola, CA: Capitola 
Book Co., 1985).  See Marion Dale Pokriots, The Castros of Branciforte: The Story of an Early 
Californian Family Gleaned from Newspaper Articles and Published Archival Materials, (Scotts Valley, 
Calif.: M.D. Pokriots, 1998).  See Judith Pybrum Malmin, Corralitos. (Corralitos, Calif.: J.P. Malmin, 
1998). 
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fill gaps in the scholarship in California land loss, helping to gain a broader 

understanding of Californio strategies of negotiating space in the face of 

industrialization and rapid civic growth. Californio strategies of intermarriage, 

formation of neighborhoods and consolidation and relocation of land ownership 

facilitated cultural continuity despite the encroachment of American economic and 

legal systems. 

 

“Those that lived, sold their parcels for liquor”30:  Indian dispossession 

 Before the establishment of Mission Santa Cruz in 1791, the area was 

populated by at least 1,700 Indians from a diversity of local villages, speaking 

dialects from two language groups – the Ohlone and the Awaswas.31  The first group 

of 500 Indians arrived at the mission from six different local villages, between 1791 

and 1801.32  Between 1800 and 1813, the missionaries reached further inland to 

pull in new recruits from a wider breadth of Ohlone villages.  By 1810 the 

missionaries had exhausted local sources of recruits and shifted their efforts to the 

Central Valley, to villages of the Yokut language speakers.33  The continual influx of 

new groups, varying along cultural and linguistic lines, as well as Spanish 

                                                        
30 From Lorenzo Asisara, former Mission Santa Cruz Indian.  Quoted in José Mariá Amador, et al.  
Californio Voices:  The Oral Memoirs of José María Amador and Lorenzo Asisara, (Denton, TX:  
University of North Texas Press, 2005), p. 139. 
31 The area was further divided into eight distinct language groups.  For estimate of total population, 
see Robert H. Jackson, “Disease and Demographic Patterns at Santa Cruz Mission, Alta California,” 
Journal of California and Great Basin Anthropology 5, no. 1 & 2 (1983), p. 34. 
32 Spanish soldiers and missionaries “recruited” Indians via varieties of coercion, kidnapping, and 
persuasion.  For a thorough analysis, see Milliken, A Time of Little Choice. 
33 Jackson, “Disease and Demographic Patterns,” p. 35. 
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acculturation, necessitated ongoing ethnic reorganizations and retentions, 

undergoing a process of ethnogenesis.34   

 The Indian population of Mission Santa Cruz underwent extreme population 

losses during their time at the mission, due to a combination of disease, poor living 

conditions and mistreatment.35  The relative consistency of the population figures 

(see table 1) obscures the reliance on a constant influx of new recruits from the 

surrounding areas.  As shown in the population numbers of table 1, Indians made up 

the majority of residents in the region up until the 1830’s.  Mission labor practices 

trained Indian workers in the Spanish style ranching political economy, as 

Branciforte residents commonly rented Indian workers to help supply labor needs 

for the Villa, a system of labor hierarchy that helped lay groundwork for later labor 

relations between Indians and Californios in the American period.36   

 Additional problems in reading omissions in census data come from the way 

in which Mexican and American census data consistently excluded “wild” Indian 

populations.  Early Spanish and Mexican census enumerators focused exclusively on 

Indians living at the mission, while later American censuses enumerate only Indians 

living in the townships who identified themselves as Indians.  Self-identification also 

helps explain why some census fail to show any Indians in the area (see 1870 on 

table 1), at a time when it may have been safer to be hide within the Californio 

                                                        
34 This process is explored in depth by Allen, Native Americans at Mission Santa Cruz. 
35 Robert H. Jackson and Edward Castillo argue that the large population losses and continual influx 
of new Indians allowed for stronger cultural continuity and resistance to acculturation, see Castillo 
and Jackson, Indians, Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization: The Impact of the Mission System on 
California Indians, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995). 
36 Jackson and Castillo discuss patterns of Indian labor usage by Branciforte residents, Indians, 
Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization, p. 29. 
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community.  The Indian use of Spanish surnames may have facilitated this, as well as 

the Anglo-American ethnic conflations that often failed to distinguish between 

Indians and Californios.37  Missing from these censuses are the “wild” Indians, or 

those communities that remained on the peripheries of the townships.  Though data 

on these populations is difficult to ascertain, we can see shadows or hints of their 

existence, often exposed in anxieties about Indian attacks and horse raids.   

 Early rules and laws in the Villa de Branciforte belay a fear of Indian attack, 

as articles of governance cautioned against gunfire in the Villa, as “it could cause 

some misfortune and we would not know if we are being attacked by Indians.”38  

The Californios had fears and tensions associated with Indian raids and horse theft, 

as documented by the reminiscence of Juez de Campo, Cornelio Perez, in his 

accounts of raids of the mission horses in 1835 and another raid of Rancho Refugio 

in 1844.39  A story is related by Maria de los Angeles Castro Majors, one of the three 

sisters who owned Rancho Refugio.  Majors told of her being chased by a group of 

Indians, only to have her life spared because she was recognized as having used her 

herbal medicines to heal one of her pursuers.40  Horse raids by Indians was a 

common occurrence at the time, as her husband, American John Majors, had 103 of 

                                                        
37 This is seen in the numerous newspaper accounts of “Spanish town,” and romanticizations of a lost 
Indian past, as well as in vernacular histories.  See Judy Pybrum Malmin, Corralitos, p. 24. 
38 Reproduced from original Pre-Statehood documents in UCSC Special Collections.  It is from the 
articles set forth by Juez de Paz of the Villa, Jose Bolcoff in late 1830’s.  See Art and History Museum 
of Santa Cruz County, Santa Cruz County History Journal 3, (Santa Cruz, Calif.: Santa Cruz County 
Historical Trust, 1997), p. 55.  
39 Ibid, page 121, and see Edna E. Kimbro, Como La Sombra Huye La Hora, p. 101. 
40 San Francisco Chronicle, August 16, 1896, 16:3.  She does not relate a year of the incident, but, 
based on the information given it is likely in the mid-1840’s. 
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his horses stolen by “wild Indians” in 1843.41  The threat of these unnamed Indians 

went beyond horse theft, as related in the story of the theft of $30,000 from the 

mission by two Indians, who later claimed to have buried their treasure on rancho 

lands to avoid capture.42  There are even some suggestions of neighboring Indian 

communities in later years.  In accounts relating to a town lynching in 1877 there is 

some reference to a Native American village “a mile north of town.”43 

 Mexican and American legislature impacted Indian citizenship and mobility 

in complex and often contradictory ways.  The Mexican government, which had 

granted Indian citizenship in the 1820’s, emancipated Indians from their labor 

bondage at Mission Santa Cruz following secularization in the 1830’s with the Act 

for the Secularization of the Missions of California passed on August 17, 1833.44  This 

act called for mission livestock and lands to be put under the control of local secular 

administrators, charging them with dividing half of the mission lands among former 

mission Indians and colonists.45  In practice, however, local administrators failed to 

distribute the lands according to this plan, as happened throughout California.46  

Indian emancipation was further complicated by new American laws, which had 

been built on existing local legislation.  These new laws restructured rights and 

                                                        
41 Marion Dale Pokriots, The Joseph Majors Story: Santa Cruz Ranchero & American Alcalde, (Scotts 
Valley, Calif.: Marion Dale Pokriots, 2005). 
42 Phil Reader, “Tales of Old Mother Chapar” in Santa Cruz Historical Journal 1, (Santa Cruz, Calif.: 
Santa Cruz County Historical Trust, 1994), pp. 92-93. 
43 Dunn, Santa Cruz Is in the Heart, p. 15. 
44 On July 25th, 1826, Governor José María de Echeandía issued his Prevenciónes de Emancipacion or 
“Proclomation of Emancipation,” the first attempt at Emancipation.  
45 Camarillo, Chicanos in a Changing Society, pp. 9-10. 
46 For an in depth look at the process’ of Emancipation and Secularization across all the Missions, see 
Jackson, Indians, Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization, pp. 90-104. 
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access to Indian labor by passage of the 1850 “Act for the Government and 

Protection of Indians.”   

 This act consisted of twenty sections, twelve of which directly related to 

compelling Indian labor.  The act enabled Californian citizens to press Indians into 

labor, legalizing peonage, and mirroring the Black Codes that compelled freed black 

slaves to labor in the post-Civil War American South.47  One section prevented 

Indians from testifying against whites in court, making it impossible for Indians to 

exercise legal recourse, potentially complicating disputes over possession of lands 

granted to them following secularization.  Another section, which helped to give rise 

to the act’s unofficial name— the Indian Indenture Act, evoked the pretext of 

vagrancy to indenture Indian laborers.  Yet another section focused on Indian 

children, allowing for a system of “apprenticeship” that permitted farmers to bring 

children into their homes.  The act allowed for a virtual Indian slavery in California, 

before being repealed following the end of the Civil War.48   

 The effects of this new act on former mission Indians in the area remains 

unknown, an area in need of further study.  Census data from 1850 does show 

twenty-one young Indian children servants in households throughout the region 

found in both Californio and American households.  For example, a ten-year-old 

Indian listed as Samuel Offen appears with his occupation listed as “servant” for the 

household of Lorenzo Logan, an American from Maine.49  While these records do not 

                                                        
47 Sandos, James.  “Between Crucifix and Land: Indian-White Relations in California, 1769-1848,” in 
Ramón A. Gutiérrez, Contested Eden: California, Before the Gold Rush, (San Francisco, CA: University of 

California Press, 1997), p. 220. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Federal Manuscript Census, 1860. 
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conclusively demonstrate a process of indenture resulting from this act they do 

suggest areas for further research.50 

 We have one first hand account of secularization from former Mission Santa 

Cruz Indian, Lorenzo Asisara.  Asisara, who spent time as a soldier in the Mexican 

militia in San Francisco, gave two interviews in 1877 and 1890 where he related his 

experience of secularization.51  The first of these interviews was conducted at the 

Watsonville home of former Californio soldier, José María Amador.  The rapport 

between the two reveals a long-standing friendship, possibly pointing towards a 

larger pattern of alliances between Indians and Californios.  Asisara reports that all 

three of the first administrators to the mission; Francisco Soto, Juan Gonzales and 

Ignacio Del Valle, failed to inform the mission Indians of their rights and privileges, 

and instead stole goods from the mission for themselves and their friends.  It was 

only when José Antonio Bolcoff took over as administrator in 1839, that “he 

uncovered the land cessions that [Mexican Governor] Figueroa had made to the 

Indians, whose titles Valle and Juan González had hidden.”52  According to Asisara, 

Bolcoff “distributed to the Indians the remaining assets, that is, old mares that no 

longer gave birth, extremely old rams that were retired from service; he took for his 

own use some animals as payment for his work.”53 

 Records show that about twenty-five Indians held real property interest 

between 1834 and 1849, while local tradition claims that Native Americans lived on 

                                                        
50 I plan to do further research following later census records to track these children. 
51 Asisara stated his father was from the Jlli tribe “up the coast,” most likely Año Nuevo area.  See 
Amador Californio Voices, p. 139. 
52 Ibid, pp. 138-139. 
53 Ibid. 
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the Potrero, former pasturelands behind the mission.54  Records indicate that 

Californios and incoming Americans bought these granted lands from the Indians.  

Miguel Geronimo Pacheco and Correcto received two separate parcels of land on 

November 27th, 1839.55  Joseph Majors bought Pacheco’s lands in 1843, while Moses 

Meder bought Correcto’s in 1851.56  Additionally Majors bought lands belonging to 

Native Americans named Petra Mifro and Isidro Labrador for $50 and $100, 

respectively, on June 7th, 1848.57  Records suggest that some may have held land 

collectively, as in 1847; a group of ten Native Americans sold their lands for $200.58  

Many Indians found work on the Ranchos of the area, while later Census rolls show 

that others worked in households as domestic servants, a continuation of the labor 

roles of the mission days.59  Further work needs to be done to understand 

movements of the Indian populations, as most scholarship relating to Indians has 

failed to address this crucial period of transition.60   

 

“Such a sacred place, this land of rivers.”61:  Californio Ethnogenesis 

 The building of the Californio community in the Santa Cruz area started 

slowly, as seen in table 1.  Early Census reports show merely thirty-nine residents in 

                                                        
54 Kimbro, Como La Sombra Huye La Hora, p. 68.  More research needs to be done to establish this. 
55 Santa Cruz County Office of the Recorder (SCCR), Deeds 1:47 
56 Ibid. 
57 SCCR Deeds, 1:100 
58 Kimbro, Como La Sombra Huye La Hora, p. 68.  Also recorded in SCCR Deeds, 3:590. 
59 Rancho populations are recorded in the Libro de Padrones, Monterey Diocese Chancery Archive, 
Monterey, California.  Federal Manuscript Census, Santa Cruz Township, 1850, 1860.  Of the entries 
labeled “Indian” none are listed with property equity, and many are service/labor-oriented. 
60 Some works have attempted to address this period, see Steven Hackel, Children of Coyote, 
Missionaries of Saint Francis: Indian-Spanish Relations in Colonial California, 1769-1850, (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2005). 
61 From Californiana Josefa Pérez Soto, quoted in Dunn, Santa Cruz Is in the Heart, p. 3. 
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Branciforte by 1797, while the mission census in the same year shows 495 

residents, almost entirely made up of Indians.  Conflicts between the mission and 

the villa over land usage contributed to this slow growth.62  While the Californio 

community grew slowly in the early years, several factors contributed to its growth 

in the 1820’s and 1830’s: the secularization of Mission Santa Cruz in 1833, large 

land grants following secularization, the growth of the hide and tallow industry, and 

the arrival of “foreigners” (extranjeros) to the area.63 

 The secularization of the mission paved the way for the incoming land grants, 

as demonstrated in table 2.  The Mexican government awarded these grants 

following a process of petition, description via diseño or map, and proof of 

occupation and cultivation.64  Governor Figueroa granted the first three of these 

large ranchos in 1833, while Governor Pico awarded the final rancho of the county 

in 1846 (table 2).  With these grants and the resultant expansion of lands, a new 

social order formed in the area, with wealth demonstrated in land holdings.  

Families with large grants of land held higher status, holding events such as horse 

races, rodeos, bear-and-bull fights, and Fandango dances on their large properties.65  

                                                        
62 Guest, “The Establishment of the Villa De Branciforte,” pp. 42-43. 
63 Robert H. Jackson observes the depletion of cattle from 1826 to 1827, dropping from 4,872 to 946, 
reflecting trade bringing economic boom to the area and opening up some of the lands previously 
used for grazing.  See Jackson.  Indians, Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization, p. 111.  I use here the 
term, extranjeros, as used by the Villa de Branciforte residents in the Census of 1845.  The term is 
problematic when one considers the Villa and Mission were formed in the 1790’s, making the 
Spanish colonizers “foreigners” as well.  I use the term, as it was important in the formation of 
Californio identities in relation to incoming migrants.  For a detailed discussion on formation of this 
process, see Rosaura Sánchez, Telling Identities: the Californio Testimonios, (Minneapolis, Minn.: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1995). 
64 Lothrop, “Rancheras and the Land,” p. 67. 
65 A good description of these dances and bullfights is given in the accounts of Justo Veytia, who 
stayed with the Arano family in his visit from Mexico.  Justo Veytia, Viaje a La Alta California, 1849-
1850, (1a ed. México, D.F.: Instituto Nacional de Antopología e Historia, 2000), p. 58. 
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  Working class families remained by the Villa, on smaller lots of land, sharing 

public grazing lands.66  Mexican law protected the use of commons, or public lands, 

from annexation during the rancho period.  The years following 1850 saw incredible 

growth in new immigrants, as the lure of gold drew many to Northern California.  

The populations on table 1 reflect this massive growth.  The influx of immigrants to 

the area, combined with the new American privatization laws and economic systems 

put pressure on land owning Californios by occupying the commons with 

homestead claims and squatters. 

 

“Thousands of acres of land were mine”67:  Rancho Lands & New Communities 

 Two families benefited the most from the Mexican land grants – the 

Rodriguez and Castros (table 2).  Joaquin Castro and Jose Antonio Rodriguez had 

arrived in Villa de Branciforte in 1798 as part of an effort to recruit young soldiers 

and their families to the new Villa.68  Descendents of the two families became some 

of the largest grantees in the area, including Martina Castro who received the largest 

grant, totaling over 34,000 acres in her grants of Soquel and Soquel Augmentation, 

as seen on table 2.  Members of the two families received eleven of the twenty-two 

land grants, which equaled 91,402 acres out of the overall 161,811, or roughly 56% 

of the total acreage. 

 The census rolls in the region report a high number of immigrants in the area 

from the 1820’s onward (table 1).  Monterey, historic capitol of Alta California, was 

                                                        
66 These public lands are shown in Bache, A. D. 1853 Map of Santa Cruz Harbor and Vicinity, 
California. U. S. Coast Survey. Map Room, University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC). 
67 Maria de los Angeles Majors, in San Francisco Chronicle, August 16, 1896, 16:3. 
68 Rowland, Santa Cruz, the Early Years, pp. 37-38. 
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very close to the Villa and had a large port with many international vessels passing 

through.  Monterey became a popular port for men to jump ship.  Villa de 

Branciforte became one of the favored townships for these immigrants to settle, 

possibly due to its proximity to Monterey and readily available resources.69  These 

immigrants came from a diversity of countries, including Russia, Italy, France, 

England, and the United States.  Of the twenty-two granted rancho lands, five had 

been granted to “foreigners,” some who had married into Californio families and 

been baptized and naturalized as Mexican citizens.  The number of immigrants 

receiving grants is shown on table 2.   

 Some immigrants did not marry into the Californianas, but chose to apply for 

naturalization to receive lands.  One example is found in Pierre Sansevaine, a French 

immigrant who had moved to California in 1839.  Sansevaine received Rancho 

Cañada del Rincón, shown on table 2.  After moving to the Branciforte area and 

finding property where he wanted to build a sawmill, he applied for the land grant 

in 1843.  Governor Micheltorena discovered that Sansevaine was French and had 

not applied for naturalization.  Land grants could only be granted to Mexican 

citizens, so Sansevaine applied for naturalization and changed his name to Pedro, 

after which he was granted the lands.  In 1859, Sansevaine sold his ranch lands to 

Isaac Davis and Albion Jordan, who set up limekilns.70 

                                                        
69 Incoming migrants started new industries in the area, including limekilns, lumber mills, vineyards 
and distilleries.  For an account of one of the more influential (and controversial) figures, see Doyce 
Nunis, The Trials of Isaac Graham, (Los Angeles: Dawson’s Book Shop, 1967). 
70 Annick Fourcrier, “Sailors, Carpenters, Vineyardists,” in Santa Cruz County History Journal 3, (Santa 
Cruz, Calif.: Santa Cruz County Historical Trust, 1997), pp. 141-143. 
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 Relations between the Villa and the newcomers was mixed, as some of these 

early unions produced alliances between Californianas and immigrants that helped 

to navigate cultural changes through the years of American statehood.  The union of 

Joseph Majors and María de los Angeles Castro serves as an example.  Majors held 

several offices in both Mexican and American governments and helped to negotiate 

many land purchases, using his connections to both communities.71  In other cases, 

tensions existed between the Villa and the immigrants.  Some of these tensions came 

to a head in the years leading up to the Mexican-American War.  In 1840, Mexican 

Governor Alvarado called for the rounding up of “foreigners.”  The Mexican 

government then released the prisoners after only a few months, rewarding some 

for their troubles.72  Joseph Majors was one of the Americans rounded up with this 

group, only to be released due to his connections with the Californios.  These 

tensions between the Californios and the “foreigners” continued through the years, 

fueling the dialogue surrounding land struggles, as well as incidence of violence and 

lynchings that targeted Native Americans and Californios alike.  Of the sixteen 

lynchings recorded in the County from 1852 through 1877, all but two are listed as 

being of Mexican, Californio, Mestizo, or Indian heritage.73  These mixed alliances 

and antagonisms helped to shape conditions for further ethnogenesis. 

 

                                                        
71 Marion Dale Pokriots, The Joseph Majors Story. 
72 Graham received $36,000 from the Mexican government, with which he purchased Rancho 
Zayante.  Nunis, The Trials of Isaac Graham, pp. 21-30. 
73 For a complete listing, as well as analysis of racial implications of lynchings, see Ken Gonzales-Day, 
Lynchings in the West, 1850-1935, (Durham: Duke University Pres, 2006). 
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“By their crooked talk and their crooked laws”74:  Californio dispossession  

 The Mexican-American War ended with the annexation of the Southwestern 

region by the United States in 1848.  The United States and Mexico signed the Treaty 

of Guadalupe Hidalgo, paving the way for the legal protections of residents of the 

new territories.  The treaty offered full rights of United States citizenship to those 

who chose to remain in the territories, as well as the protection of their private 

property rights; a protection which was promised even for those choosing to return 

to Mexico following citizenship.75  The Treaty required that the United States uphold 

all legal Mexican land grants in California.  Interestingly, the Treaty resulted in a 

change of status for Native Americans.  The Mexican Constitution of 1824 had 

conferred full citizenship to all Native Americans in Mexican lands, but the Treaty 

reversed this by claiming that Native Americans had never “exercised” citizenship 

prior to the Treaty.76  Native American land holdings, however few there may have 

been, did not receive the same (limited) protections as the Californios. 

 This protection of land grants resulted in the Land Law of 1851, which in 

turn led to the formation of the Board of Land Commissioners to review California 

land claims.  The rules of the new Board departed from the optimistic language of 

the Treaty in an important way – it placed the burden of proof on the Californios.  

The new Board would also eventually oversee the confirmation and patenting of the 

                                                        
74 Maria de los Angeles Majors, from an interview in the San Francisco Chronicle, August 16, 1896, 
16:3.  She was referring to how she lost her large landholding by the time of the interview. 
75 These land provisions are covered in sections VIII and IX and the Protocol of Querétaro.  For a full 
discussion of these provisions, see Richard Griswold del Castillo, The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo: A 
Legacy of Conflict, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990), pp. 72-86. 
76 Ibid, p. 69. 
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various pueblos in California.77   Of the eight pueblos, seven eventually received 

confirmation by the Board; the only exception being the Villa de Branciforte.78  The 

Commission hearings took place in San Francisco, by a three-person panel, which 

would adjudicate the rights of each claimant.  The Land Commission conducted the 

hearings in English, creating another obstacle for the Californios.79  The Land 

Commission reviewed each case at the state level, slowly resolving to give a Patent 

to lands following certification, a process that could take up to thirty-two years.80  

See for example the patent dates listed on table 2 showing the last patent given for 

Arroyo del Rodeo in 1882.   

 The process involved in securing legal right to property that had been 

granted by the Mexican government was costly, as surveyance and legal costs had to 

be paid for by the families making the claims.  Lawyer’s fees for bringing a claim 

before the Land Commission often cost between $500 and $1,500, with potential 

appeals to the United States Supreme Court adding an additional cost between $600 

and $1,000.81  This amount only covered lawyer costs, not adding in the other 

litigation expenses, surveys, boundary litigations, transportation and the boarding 

costs for witnesses.82  The owners of five of the ranches—Ranchos Aromitas Lay y 

                                                        
77 The aforementioned San José, Los Angeles, Branciforte and Sonoma, as well as the presidios:  San 
Diego, Monterey, Santa Barbara and San Francisco.  Over time, and with the influx of civilians, these 
presidios had come to be considered presidio-pueblos. 
78 The first of the pueblos to be given patent was Santa Barbara in 1872, while the final pueblo was 
Monterey in 1891. 
79 For a full analysis of the Board, see Robinson, Land in California, pp. 91-110, and Pitt, Decline of the 
Californios, pp. 86-110. 
80 Patenting was the term for official recognition by US law. 
81 See Paul W. Gates.  Land and Law in California: Essays on Land Policies, (Ames:  Iowa State 
University Press, 1991), pp. 17-18. 
82 Economic impact of Land Commission trials for Californio Ranch holders is discussed in detail in 
Pitt, Decline of the Californios, pp. 83-103.  A more detailed analysis of the impact of the American 
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Agua Caliente, Arroyo de la Laguna, Laguna de las Calabasas, Potrero y Rincon de 

San Pedro de Reglado, and Bolsa del Pajaro— sold their properties to Americans 

before undergoing the review process.  While records do not exist to explain why 

the grantees of four of these five ranchos sold their properties, which totaled about 

twenty-one thousand acres, it is likely that the numerous costs involved proved 

prohibitive for the families.   

 The fifth case demonstrates one of the established patterns of land loss in 

Northern California – manipulation of Californio families by lawyers.83  This 

occurred throughout Santa Cruz, notably in lengthy and costly court trials between 

the Rodriguez brothers, Sebastian and Alejandro, over the Rancho Bolsa del Pajaro, 

which sits in the heart of what is now known as the city of Watsonville.  While the 

land had been originally granted to Sebastian, after the death of his brother, 

Alejandro’s heirs were urged by legal council to fight for half of the property.84  The 

court denied Alejandro’s heirs complaints, but the trials proved disastrous for the 

family.  Sebastian sold the majority of his lands to his lawyers, Henry H. Watson and 

David Gregory, to pay the legal fees.  The Rodriguez family ultimately only held on to 

a minority of their lands, as various maps show the shrinking of Rodriguez’ 

properties from the 1860’s through the 1880’s.  Early maps show the two city blocks 

maintained by Rodriguez family members, surrounded by partitioned lots, while 

                                                                                                                                                                     
court systems for the Californios is provided in the article by Karen B. Clay, “Property Rights and 
Institutions:  Congress and the California Land Act of 1851,” The Journal of Economic History 59, no. 1 
(Mar., 1999): pp. 122-42.  Also see David Hornbeck, “The Patenting of California’s Private Land 
Claims, 1851-1885,” Geographical Review 69, no. 4 (Oct., 1979): pp. 434-448. 
83 Pitt, Decline of the Californios, pp. 97-103. 
84 Museum of Art & History - Santa Cruz County Records – Superior Court Material – File #10. 
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later maps show only a few small lots.85  Most of the Rodriguez had left the area and 

congregated around modern day 7th Avenue, in lands formerly belonging to 

Francisco Rodriguez and the Arroyo del Rodeo Rancho.  Though Francisco had lost 

the majority of the Rancho lands by the late 1840’s, enough of the lands had been 

maintained that the Rodriguez family purchased and retained substantial adjoining 

lots.86 

 The case of Rancho Refugio, the site of present day Wilder Ranch State Park 

and the adobe mentioned in the opening of this paper, illuminates another case of 

legal manipulation.  Governor Alvarado originally granted the property to the three 

Castro sisters in 1836.  The youngest sister, Jacinta, signed her portion of the lands 

to her sister María Candida, the wife of Russian born José Bolcoff.  The last third of 

the lands belonged to María de los Angeles and her husband, Joseph Majors.  The 

Bolcoff family had leveraged parcels of their lands through the years and signed 

over the last of their lands in a mortgage to Moses Meder.87  Unable to pay back the 

mortgage, the family was advised by their attorney, Henry H. Watson, to relocate 

while he took care of the court proceedings.  Instead, Watson aided Meder and 

others in taking the abandoned lands by helping to procure necessary signatures 

and paperwork from the Bolcoffs.88 

 A suit was brought by María Candida, her husband José Bolcoff, and their two 

sons, Francisco and Juan against Moses Meder, Peter Tracy and John H. Watson.  

                                                        
85 See map by Jas. T. Stratton, Jas. T.  Map of the Town of Watsonville, Oct, Nov & Dec 1860, on file at 
the Pajaro Valley Historical Association (PVHA), Alzora Snyder Archive.   
86 Wright, Thomas W., M.V. Bennett, and L.B. Healy.  Map of Town of Soquel. 1880.  University Map 
Collection (UCSC). 
87 Museum of Art & History – Santa Cruz County Records – Superior Court Material, File # 163. 
88 Ibid. 
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They alleged that they “did not sign said mortgage freely and voluntarily, but under 

compulsion and threats and menaces and violence of the said Jose Bolcoff,”89 and 

that they could not read the mortgage documents as it “was never read or explained 

to them and that the [documents] being written in the English language they could 

not read it themselves.”90  José Bolcoff claimed that Meder had “threatened him that 

if he did not sign he should lose all the ranch… Bolcoff further says that he 

compelled his wife to sign said mortgage against her will and threatened her if she 

did not sign he would abandon her.”91  The plaintiffs additionally alleged that their 

former attorney, “Watson, while pretending to act as their legal adviser and for their 

interest betrayed the same, and was in point of fact acting for and as the friend and 

adviser of the said defendant Meader [sic]… Watson was to receive from the said 

Meader six hundred acres of their land in payment for his services in making and 

drawing up said [mortgage].”92  The records show that Watson received six hundred 

acres of the Refugio lands on July 7th, 1855.93 

 The family, which had relocated following the advice of Watson, continued to 

live with relatives at the Rancho San Andrés, owned by María Candida’s brother, 

Guadalupe.  Rancho San Andrés became involved in a suit with the Amestis of 

Rancho Corralitos in a long running land dispute.  The court proceedings passed 

                                                        
89 The elder Bolcoff’s role in this is suspect and unclear.  The suit explained that the elder Bolcoff had 
returned home from drinking with Meder at a local saloon the night in question and proceeded to 
threaten his family into signing the paperwork.  In his defense Bolcoff alleged that he had been 
misinformed by Meder, and thought that signing the paperwork was the only way to retain the lands, 
a suspicious defense to be certain. 
90 Museum of Art & History – Santa Cruz County Records – Superior Court Material, File # 163. 
91 Ibid. 
92 Ibid. 
93 SCCR Deeds, 3:17. 
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through two different trials, as the two families disputed the lines between the 

Rancho properties.  The first trial began in 1851, and found the Castro family in 

rights of the disputed lands, a decision that Don José Amesti appealed.94  The second 

suit ended with the victory for Prudencia Vallejo de Amesti, whose husband José 

Amesti had died in 1855, over the Castro family in 1872.95  The Castros then sold 

Rancho San Andrés because Guadalupe had leveraged the Rancho by selling more of 

the land than existed.96  In 1873, the Castro family sold their lands through a sheriff 

sale to the attorney Patterson for $2000 that went towards court fees.97  Many of the 

Castro family remained in the area, but as renters, having lost their landholdings.98  

This situation illustrates the ways in which property concerns from new legal and 

social pressures exacerbated intra-family tensions that could be manipulated by 

prospective buyers and legal representatives, while the continual relocations of the 

Castro families showed the importance of familial ties. 

 The Amesti ranch dealt with another established land loss pattern: squatters.  

In 1859, the family filed a complaint about the group of thirty-two American 

squatters who had taken up residence on the property.  On September 22, 1863, 

Doña Amesti won the decision, which demanded that the squatters relocate, taking 

down the homes that they had set up.  These court victories came at a high price, as 

                                                        
94 See Kimbro, Edna E., et al.  Historic Structure Report for Rancho San Andrés Castro Adobe: State 
Historic Park, (Davenport, Calif.: Historical Investigations, 1985), pp. 22-27. 
95 Prudencia Vallejo de Amesti was the daughter of Ignacio and Maria Antonia Lugo Vallejo, of the 
famous Vallejo family, some of the earliest to come to California.  Don José Amesti had arrived in 
California in 1822, from Spain.  See also Kimbro, Historic Structure Report for Rancho San Andrés 
Castro Adobe, p. 28. 
96 Ibid, p. 27. 
97 Ibid. 
98 This is reflected in the Federal Manuscript Census of 1880, which lists members of the family in 
Pajaro Township, without estate equity.  
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she had to sell 1,310 acres of her land in four parcels to pay for some of the court 

costs.99 In her victory over the Castros, the courts awarded Amesti one third of the 

Rancho San Andrés, but like Sebastian Rodriguez, Amesti sold the majority of her 

lands to William Patterson, her San Francisco based attorney, to cover her legal 

fees.100  Amesti retained enough land to remain in the area, as well as passing some 

of the lands to her children, most notably her daughter and son-in-law, the Pintos, 

for whom Pinto Lake was named.101  The Amesti and Pinto families maintained 

family lands in Corralitos through at least the 1880’s, near what is now Amesti Road 

and Amesti Elementary School, the school built on lands that she had donated to the 

community.102 

  Martina Castro best demonstrates the large amount of Rancho land granted 

to women.103  She had received the largest Rancho property granted in the region, 

Rancho Soquel and the extension of Soquel Augmentation (see table 2).  In 1850, 

following her marriage to her third husband, Louis Depeaux, Martina Castro signed 

papers dividing her lands into nine equal parts, one part that she continued to live 

on, and the other eight divided between her children.104  Castro later sold her 

portion of the Soquel lands on January 22, 1856.105  Martina’s granddaughter, M. 

                                                        
99 SCCR Deeds, 36:158, 35:113, 34:486, & 34:491 
100 SCCR Deeds, 2:87-91. 
101 The Amesti and Pinto families remained in the area, near present day Amesti Road and Amesti 
Elementary. 
102 See Judy Pybrum Malmin, Corralitos, p. 24. 
103 Between the lands of Martin and her sisters at Rancho Refugio, women had been granted over 
46,000 acres, roughly 29% of granted lands. 
104 SCCR Deeds, 1:38-40.  The Martina Castro story is complex.  For a full examination, including 
transcripts of the court proceedings, see Ronald G. Powell, “The Castros of Soquel,” 11 Volumes, 
unpublished, on file at UCSC, McHenry Library, and Marion Dale Pokriots, The Castros of Branciforte. 
105 SCCR Deeds, 3:78.  
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Elizabeth Peck alleged that Martina had unknowingly signed away the last of her 

lands, and that Depeaux had forged her names on the earlier partition paperwork.106  

In 1896, six years after the death of Martina Castro, Peck filed suit against over 600 

landowners who had subdivided and bought up the Soquel properties, claiming that 

Martina was incompetent at the time, and not in possession of her sanity when 

signing the documents.  Peck lost the decision.  Descendents of Martina Castro 

maintained lots spread through the area, with a handful of them remaining in the 

Soquel Township.107 

 

“The villa was never the same”108:  Relocation of the Branciforte community  

 While the large Ranchos had been granted to the prominent families, the rest 

of the members of the Villa de Branciforte remained back on the original Villa lands.  

The incoming Americans grew frustrated at the slow process of determining 

ownership of the local lands and pressed for resolution of land disputes, especially 

focusing on the “public lands” outside of the jurisdiction of the Villa.  The Branciforte 

residents had historically used these lands communally for their cattle grazing.109  In 

the transition into the American legal system, debates over these lands highlight a 

major difference between Mexican and American land use.  Incoming Americans 

complained of the absence of fencing and demarcations of boundaries, contesting 

                                                        
106 SCCC, Supreme Court File # 4.51/2597. 
107 See Unknown Author, Map of part of Rancho Soquel Augmentation Survey, November 1881, 
Landowners, on file at UCSC, Library Map Collection. 
108 From Josefa Pérez Soto in reference to the lynching of Californio Mariano Hernandez in 1851, and 
the effects on the Californio community.  Dunn, Santa Cruz Is in the Heart, p. 10, 
109 Santa Cruz Sentinel, 9/7/1860, in the article “Santa Cruz Land Titles” explains the steps taken to 
resolve the matter of the public lands outside of the Villa. 
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that the lands had been “sparsely settled; and in many portions, is an unbroken 

wilderness.”110  Homesteading laws at the time centered on ideas of “actual 

settlement and cultivation.”111  Public areas that had been used by the Californios 

became subjects to homesteading and development, encroaching on the ranching 

and economic systems that had supported families, while using language that 

marginalized the Californios and Indians as backwards.112 

 Frederick Hihn, a German immigrant who arrived in the area in 1851 and 

who had been elected to the County Board of Supervisors, wrote up a Bill for the 

Incorporation of the city of Santa Cruz.113  The bill passed on April 4th, 1864, in “An 

Act to settle the Title to Lands in the Village and Town of Branciforte, in the County 

of Santa Cruz.”114  The act called for the surveyance of all of the lands in the area of 

the Villa de Branciforte, for maps to be made of the lots, and for “notice to be put in a 

newspaper published in said county, to be inserted once a week for the term of 

three months, requiring every claimant or claimants of any town lot, or lots, or 

parcels of land, to file in the office of the County Clerk of said county, within three 

months from the date of the last publication of the notice...”115 Furthermore, the act 

required that claimants “have been in peaceable possession of said lot, or lots, or 

                                                        
110 Santa Cruz Sentinel, 2/9/1867. 
111 Santa Cruz Sentinel, 8/4/1866, in an article titled, “Homestead Law.” 
112 The denigration of “Spanish town” and the communities was extremely pervasive through the 
above-mentioned articles of Santa Cruz Sentinel, as well as numerous other articles. 
113 Hihn became one of the largest landowners in the area, including a large portion of the Soquel 
lands.  It is his extensive records of land transactions on file in Special Collections at UCSC’s McHenry 
Library. Santa Cruz Sentinel, 3/5/1864 
114 Cal.  Assembly Bill § 395. 
115 Ibid. 
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parcels of land in said town for one year next preceding the passage of this Act.”116  

While many of the Californio families spoke only Spanish, at the time of the act, the 

only newspaper in town was in English, which may help to explain why non-

Californios formed the majority of claimants. This can be seen on chart 2, which 

shows the individual lots held by Californio families over time.  Owners made their 

claims in 1864, so lands sold by Californios prior to 1864, according to table 2, 

reflect claims made by non-Californios. 

 Hihn and the Santa Cruz civic leaders carved the Branciforte lands into fifty-

seven lots, totaling roughly 309 acres.  Of the fifty-seven lots, three went unclaimed; 

the three of the smallest lots – 0.1, 0.03, and 0.64 acres respectively.  Of the fifty-four 

claimed lots, the local courts granted thirty-seven to families with Spanish 

surnames, amounting to two hundred and five acres, two-thirds of the total acreage, 

as seen in chart 1.117  However, looking only at the surnames is misleading, as a 

number of the remaining twenty lots are listed under the names of men who had 

married into Californio families.  These lands are shown on chart 1 in the red area, 

helping to demonstrate a more complete picture of familial land holdings.  When 

lands owned by families that have intermarried with Californios are taken into 

account, the total number of lots increases to forty-eight out of the fifty-four claimed 

lots.  The other six lots are accounted for by pre-emptions – the process, under 

American law, whereby citizens could claim unoccupied lands by proving that they 

                                                        
116 Cal.  Assembly Bill § 395. 
117 Primarily from established Branciforte residents, though a few had moved from other local 
pueblos, mostly San Jose. 
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had settled and improved the lands.118   

 While the Californio families of the villa faced fragmentation and relocation, 

the few remaining land holding Indians dealt with similar circumstances.  José 

Ricardo, the former songleader for the mission choir, was the last recorded Indian 

retaining a lot from the mission.  Ricardo lived at the adobe next to the mission with 

his friend Lorenzo Asisara until 1866, when District Judge Rice took Ricardo to court 

alleging that he had purchased the property from Ricardo in 1834.  Ricardo 

defended himself in court, testifying that he had lived on the property since 1838, 

had enclosed, cultivated, and improved the lands, and that Asisara lived on the lands 

by his permission and leave.   Since Rice was not able to present any deed of sale, the 

case against Ricardo and Asisara was dismissed.  Despite the victory, Ricardo sold 

the lands to Rice for fifty dollars following the court proceedings.119  Asisara spent 

the rest of his life working as a ranch hand throughout the Santa Cruz area, while 

nothing is known about Ricardo following the sale.120 

 A handful of the Branciforte families remained near the area of the old villa, 

although at times they parceled out sections of their lots, visually demonstrated in 

chart 2.  Francisco Soria, and his family originally had been granted eight lots, 

totaling forty-six acres.  After selling off all but two of their lots, the family retained 

just over seventeen acres, and remained a presence on the northern border of the 

old Villa.  Francisco appears to have maintained his family landholdings and real 

                                                        
118 Thomas Byrd gained three of these six lots via pre-emption.  See SCCR Pre-emptions, 1:7-8.  
Curiously, some Branciforte residents gained lots via pre-emptions as well, including Juana 
Lorenzano (Pre-emptions, 1:12) and Felipe Arana (1:35-6), suggesting that some Californios learned 
to utilize American land laws to their own benefit as well. 
119 Santa Cruz County Clerk's Office, Rice v. Ricardo, Case 577, M.R. 3.11.  
120 Castillo, “An Indian Account,”p. 395. 
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estate wealth, as the Census’ of 1850 and 1860 both show $3000 in real estate 

holdings, while the rest of the Soria family held another $1,500 in real estate.121  

 Property maps from 1880 show a few family names remaining in the area, 

including the names of Perez, Chappell (Soto), and Amaya.122 The Perez family 

remained on Branciforte lands, originally owning nine lots.  Five of these lots are 

listed under the names of Cornelio and Simon, while one other belonged to William 

Trevethan, husband of Maria Antonia Perez.  The other three lots belonged to Joseph 

Frey, husband of Ramona Perez.  Additionally, Juan Perez owned land situated just 

north of the Branciforte lots, towards the old missions lands.  Overall the total 

acreage belonging to the Perez family totaled over thirty-eight acres in 1850, and 

then down to just fewer than fifteen by 1874.  Total real estate holdings for the 

family reflect this loss, as Census rolls indicate they moved from $6,000 in 1850, to 

$3,500 in 1860, to $2,500 in 1870.  Despite these losses, the family retained wealth. 

 The Soto family, which branched into the Legetts and Chapells through 

marriages, maintained a strong presence in the Branciforte area as well, actually 

increasing their landholdings through the years.123  In 1850, the family owned three 

lots totaling just over sixteen acres, yet by 1862 they had acquired three more acres.  

The Amaya family similarly maintained their lands in the area.  The family owned 

three lots totaling twenty-one and a half acres, which they continued to hold 

through the 1880’s. 

                                                        
121 Federal Manuscript Census, 1850 & 1860. 
122 See Wright, T.W.  Map of Santa Cruz County, 1880-1, University Map Collection (UCSC). 
123 In Chapter 1, “The Confessions of Old Chepa,” Dunn tells the story of Josefa Peréz Soto (born 
Rodriguez), who married George Chapell, and lived until 1890.  Dunn, Santa Cruz Is in the Heart. 
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 Maps with land titles demonstrate other areas that Californio families have 

gathered.  In the area shown on map 2, made in 1866, we can see that a handful of 

these families have relocated some of their landholdings into new areas.  This map 

shows the lands just to the north of the old Villa lands, situated right in between the 

old mission lands and the Villa.  This plateau is located in the area that has been 

described as the gathering place for Rodeos and fiestas in the old Villa, and may 

have been a site of historical and cultural significance for the former Villa 

residents.124  This map shows lands belonging to Perez, Legett, Chapell, and Amaya 

all situated within adjacent blocks.  Did the families deliberately choose to remain 

close to retain cultural ties? The proximity of families such as the Chapells and the 

Legetts challenge ideas of intermarriage as cultural assimilation by suggesting 

continuities of familial and cultural ties. 

 Similarly, maps show other enclaves of Californio families.  A few blocks 

outside of map 2, there is a tract referred to as the “Rodriguez Tract.”  The 

Lorenzano family, who originally owned three Branciforte lots, but had sold them all 

by 1870, had relocated to this tract, managing to stay close by.  Further to the south, 

by present day 7th Avenue, there is a group of nine lots, totaling one hundred and 

eight acres, all belonging to members of the aforementioned Rodriguez family (see 

map 3).  The Rodriguez’ also owned another two lots of forty-four acres just down 

the road.125  Nestled right adjacent to these lands is another two lots of eighteen 

acres, owned by the Amayas.  The Rodriguez and Amaya lands had been part of 

                                                        
124 These are the lands described as the site of the bull-and-bear fight and dancing, by Veytia, Viaje a 
La Alta California, p. 58. 
125 Wright, Thomas W., M.V. Bennett, and L.B. Healy.  Map of Town of Soquel. 1880.  University Map 
Collection (UCSC). 
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Rancho Arroyo del Rodeo (table 2), originally granted to Francisco Rodriguez, who 

sold the majority of the lands in 1847.  This landholding pattern is similar, albeit 

more dramatic, to that mentioned earlier found in present day Watsonville, with the 

Amesti and Castro families, and illustrate an overall pattern seen in Santa Cruz.  

Families responded to the massive influx of Americans by consolidating their 

landholdings into neighborhoods. 

 

Conclusion 

 On October 11, 1998, a Castro family reunion took place at Wilder Ranch 

State Park, site of the Rancho Refugio.  Around 225 members of the Castro family 

showed up for the reunion, many from the surrounding communities, while some 

traveled from as far as Kentucky and Texas to attend.126  Newspaper reports 

mention that the six generations of Castros, ranging from newborns to a 94 year-old, 

toured the lands that once belonged to the family and shared family stories and 

histories.  The event demonstrates the enduring legacy of Californio families in the 

area, a testament to the strong cultural and familial bonds.  

 Ohlone throughout the San Francisco Bay Area are similarly preserving 

cultural histories and identities.  Patrick Orozco, member of the Rumsen-Mutsen 

Ohlone and founder of the Pajaro Valley Ohlone Indian Council, traces his family 

lines through the mission system, his family later working on various ranches 

through the Santa Cruz and Monterey areas.127  The Council has worked with local 

                                                        
126 Santa Cruz Sentinel, 10/12/1998. 
127 See Patrick Orozco and Robin, Lois.  “I'm an Indian, But Who am I?” Journal of California and 
Great Basin Anthropology 17, no. 1 (July, 1995), pp. 18-27. 
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anthropologists to preserve burial sites, petition for Federal Recognition, help trace 

ancestry for local Indian peoples, and preserve and teach their dances and stories.128  

Other Ohlone groups throughout the bay area are petitioning for Federal 

Recognition (such as the Amah Mutsun and the Muwekma) in recent years, only to 

run into antiquated federal ideas of identity and ethnicity.  Denials have been based, 

in part, on definitions of culture and ethnicity that are static, instead of a fluid 

process of ethnogenesis that has developed over time. 

 I have shown that to understand the fluid formation of ethnic identities in the 

Santa Cruz region, it is necessary to use a framework of ethnogenesis, specifically 

taking into account the role of women in navigating marriages and partnerships 

across cultural lines.  Persistent vernacular stories of peppers drying in front yards, 

nopales cactus lining old roads and properties, and isolated adobes stand as 

testament to a physical existence of these communities.129  By examining these 

histories and patterns from a perspective of ethnogenesis, allowing for a broader 

understanding of identity and ethnicity, we can gain a more holistic view of the 

cultural histories as well.  These families have persisted, playing significant roles in 

the building of the county of Santa Cruz and the enrichment of the community, 

retaining a dynamic sense of identity despite dominant narratives that have 

relegated them to the dustbins of history. 

 

 
 
 

                                                        
128 See Santa Cruz Sentinel, June 2, 1991. 
129 Art and History Museum of Santa Cruz County, Santa Cruz County History Journal 3, p. 33. 
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Appendix A 
Tables, Charts, and Maps 

 
 

Table 1 
Population of Santa Cruz County 

Year 
Villa de 

Branciforte 

Mission 
Santa Cruz 

(Indian) 
Foreigners130 

Native 
Americans 

Santa 
Cruz131 

Totals 

1791* 0 84 -- --  -- 84 

1795* 0 507 -- --  -- 507 

1797* 39 495 -- --  -- 534 

1800* 66 492 -- --  -- 558 

1805* 14 467 -- --  -- 481 

1810* 40 507 -- --  -- 547 

1815* 40 365 -- --  -- 405 

1820* 83 461 -- --  -- 544 

1821* 98 519 -- --  -- 617 

1825* 140 496 -- --  -- 636 

1830* 148 320 -- --  -- 468 

1834* 201 238 -- --  -- 439 

1845† 294  -- 56 120 --  470 

1850˚  --  --  --  -- 643 643 

1852˚  --  --  -- 110 1,109 1,219 

1860˚  --  --  -- 218 4,726 4,944 

1870˚  --  --  -- 2 8,741 8,743 

1880˚  --  --  -- 131 12,671 12,802 

1890˚  --  -- --  10 19,260 19,270 

 
Sources: * Santa Cruz Mission Libro de Padrones, Monterey Diocese Chancery Archives, Monterey, CA. 
†Robert H. Jackson, “The Villa de Branciforte Census,” Antepasados 4 (1980-1981), pp. 45-57  
˚ Federal Manuscript Census records. 

 
 
 
Notes:  Populations under “Mission Santa Cruz” are almost exclusively Native 
Americans.  Prior to 1845, Native Americans in the region are listed under “Mission 
Santa Cruz.”  The 1850 US Census did not identify Indians separately.  Starting with 
the US Census of 1850, population is listed only under American townships of Santa 
Cruz.  As noted in the text, U.S. and Mexican census consistently excluded “wild” 
Indian populations. 

                                                        
130 Indians were listed separately on the 1845 Census for the first time, as were categories of 
extranjeros, or “foreigners.”  Previous lists reflect primarily Indians in the Mission Santa Cruz 
populations (with a few Padres). 
131 Federal Manuscript Census only recognized the region as Santa Cruz from 1850 onward.  Official 
incorporation of the township occurred in 1866, at which time it was voted to keep the name Santa 
Cruz over Branciforte. 
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Table 2 – Rancho lands in Santa Cruz County 

Grant Claimant Grantee 
Year 

Granted 
Patent Date 

Area 
(Acres) 

Year 
majority 

sold132 

CASTRO FAMILY GRANTS 

Aptos Castro, Rafael Castro, Rafael  1833 04/23/1860 6,685.91 1872 

Refugio 
Bolcoff, Francisco 

& Juan 

María Candida 
Castro, Jacinta 

Castro & María de 
los Angeles Castro 

1836 02/14/1860 12,147.12 1856 

San Andrés 
Castro, Guadalupe 
& Castro, Juan José 

Castro, José Joaquín 1833 01/31/1876 8,911.53 1857 

San Augustin Majors, Joseph 
Bolcoff, José A. & 

Majors, Juan José C. 
1841 07/25/1866 4,436.78 1856 

Soquel Castro, Martina Castro, Martina 1833 03/19/1860 1668 1856 

Soquel 
Augmentation 

Castro, Martina Castro, Martina 1843 03/19/1860 32,702.41 1856 

Zayante 
Graham, Isaac & 
Ware, William 

Buelna, Joaquín 1833 08/19/1870 2658.21 1841 

RODRIGUEZ FAMILY GRANTS 

Agua Puerca y las 
Trancas 

Rodriguez, Ramón 
& Alviso, 
Francisco 

Rodriguez, Ramón 
& Alviso, Francisco 

1843 03/01/1867 4,421.52 1868 

Bolsa del Pajaro 
Watson, John H. & 
Gregory, Davind S. 

Rodriguez, 
Alejandro & 
Rodriguez, 
Sebastian 

1834 01/04/1860 5,496.50 1852 

San Vicente Escamilla, Blas A. Escamilla, Blas A. 1846 03/19/1860 10,802.60 1865 

CASTRO & RODRIGUEZ FAMILY GRANTS (INTERMARRIED) 

Arroyo del Rodeo 
Hames, John & 

Dauenbiss, Juan 
Rodríguez, 
Francisco 

1834 05/03/1882 1,472.07 1847 

OTHER CALIFORNIO GRANTS 

Aguajito Denied Patent Villagran, Miguel 1837 
Denied 
Patent 

48 n/a 

Aromitas Lay y 
Agua Caliente 

McDougall, F.A. Anzar, Juan M. 1835 03/17/1862 8,659.69 1857 

Arroyo de la 
Laguna 

Williams, James Sanchez, Gil 1840 02/21/1881 4,418.10 1852 

Rancho de los 
Corralitos 

Amesti, José Amesti, José 1844 02/28/1861 15,440.02 1872 

Laguna de las 
Calabasas 

Morse, Charles, 
Mark Herring & 
Francis Wright 

Hernandez, Felipe 1833 12/08/1868 2,304.75 1852 

Potrero y Rincon 
de San Pedro de 

Reglado 

Russell, Thomas 
W. & Farnham, 

Eliza W. 

José R. Buelna & 
José Arana 

1842 06/18/1859 91.53 Before 1859 

Salsipuedes Blair, James 
De haro, Francisco 
& Casarin, Manuel 

1834 03/02/1861 31,201.37 1852 

NON-CALIFORNIO GRANTS (NATURALIZED IMMIGRANTS) 

Cañada del Rincón 
en El Rio de San 

Lorenzo de Santa 
Cruz 

Sansevaine, Pedro Sansevaine, Pedro 1843 06/04/1858 5,826.86 1859 

La Carbonera 
Bocle, William 

(Buckle) 
Bocle, William 

(Buckle) 
1838 07/07/1873 2,224.79 1866 

Tres Ojos de Agua Dodero, Nicolás Dodero, Nicolás 1844 06/07/1866 176.03 1900's 

                                                        
132 Indicates majority sold from original grantee. 
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Chart 1 
Branciforte Land Ownership 

 

 
 
 

Source:  Benson, Stephen H.  Branciforte Deeds: 1850 thru 1865. n.p.: on file at Santa 
Cruz Public Library.  Also with Santa Cruz County Records, Deeds.  Data compiled by 
author.  
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Chart 2 

Villa de Branciforte lots  

 

Source:  SCCR, Deeds.  Data compiled by author.  
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Map 1 
Santa Cruz Land Grants 

Source:  Leon Rowland, Santa Cruz, the Early Years: The Collected Historical Writings 
of Leon Rowland. Santa Cruz, Calif.: Paper Vision Press, 1980, page 40. 
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Map 2 
Lands between Branciforte & Mission Santa Cruz 

1866 

                    
 
Source:  UCSC Map Room, Foreman, Solomon W. and Thomas W. Wright.  Official 

Map A of the Town of Santa Cruz, 1866. 
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Map 3 
Rodriguez properties off of 7th Avenue 

1880 

 
 

Source:  Wright, Thomas W., M.V. Bennett, and L.B. Healy.  Map of Town of Soquel. 
1880.  University Map Collection (UCSC). 
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